Massive magnetic monopoles of charge &bc/e (twice Dirac's value of the minimum pole strength and half of Schwinger's) would leave tracks in natural minerals, provided they arrive at the earth with sufhcient energy. In order to test Porter's hypothesis that the cosmic-ray particles of energy & 10"eV are (or include) magnetic monopoles, samples of mica and of obsidian have been scanned for the distinctive, long particle tracks which would have been stored over geological times. The failure to find monopole tracks sets an upper limit (90% confidence) of 1.2X 1.0 '9 monopoles per cm~sr sec for penetrating monopoles incident upon the earth and rules out Porter's hypothesis for the charge and mass range within which poles would have been detected.
DISCUSSION
The area-time factors for the mica and obsidian are 2.22X10" cm' sec and 3.05X10" cm' sec, respectively. They lead to 90% confidence limits of (3.3X10 " and &29X10 ' monopoles/cm' sec, using the reasoning described in Refs. 7 and 9. (But see footnote a to Table   I for one exception. ) These limits are sufficiently restrictive that if, as Porter suggested, the cosmic rays of &10' -eV energy were monopoles, we should have seen &6X10'monopole tracks in the micas and 700 in the obsidian.T he reason for considering the limits inferred from obsidian and mica separately is that they apply to significantly different (though largely overlapping) regions of the mass-charge diagram -Figs. 1 and 2. The charge limitations are set by the ionization thresholds for particle registration, "" which place the threshold for muscovite mica just at n=2 and that for natural glass just below n=2. Therefore we could in mica be confident of seeing tracks only of n= 3 and n&3 monopoles. The mass limit is set by the amount of covering matter that an energetic pole must penetrate, and we must therefore put limits on the depth of burial of the mica and obsidian. From a knowledge of the trackannealing behavior of mica" and of the typical geothermal gradient of 15'/km in eastern North America 2' a maximum depth of 10 km of rock is estimated under the extreme assumption that the micas spent their entire age at the lowest level compatible with tack retention. What is probably a somewhat more realistic model -uniformly rising material, reaching the surface at the present tim-gives slightly greater than 5 km as the average depth of burial. We assume 7.5km of material with density 2.7 g/cm for drawing Figs would indicate that there is less than one monopole/ 4000 m' of the earth.
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We are pleased to give thanks to C. %. Naeser and %.M. Schwarz for helpful discussions, to W. %.Patton and A. Albee for supplying two of the samples used, and to K. Stella for sample preparation. oceans might be trapped by suspended particles and therefore not rain down uniformly on the ocean bottom. Since most suspended matter is biogenic and diamagnetic, however, this is unlikely. (2) Monopoles may respond to the H 6eld rather than 8, and thus they would not be magnetically bound in materials, since II is continuous. As Purcell et al. (Ref. S} and Goto et aL. (Ref. 6) have noted, this is not a physically plausible possibility, but has not been rigorously examined.
